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Quantum Mechanical Model of Carrier Transport in SCH-Quantum Well Lasers
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The quantum mechanical model of carrier transport in SCH-quantum_ well lasers based
on the Wigner function is presented for the first time. In the simulation,_the thre_e quan!\m
Liouville e-quations with respect to the Wigner functions defined for electron, heavy-hoJe
and light-h-ole simultaneously with the Poiison's equ4ioo to consider self-consrrstency in
potent-ial. As a simulation model, InGaAsP/InGaAs SCH-single quantum well lasers a,re

ionsidered. The influence of carrier transport on the gain characteristics of SCH-single
quantum well lasers is discussed.

l.INTRODUCTION
Quantum well(QW) lasers are expected to improve

the laser characteristics, in particular, threshold cur-
rent, direct modulation bandwidth and spectral line
- width. Since it is now possible to fabricate the QW
lasers as designed with the progJess of precise c-rys-tal
growth and ultrafine proceis, the precise simulation
describing the quantum mecha,nical transport of car-
riers, insiead oi th. classical hydrodynamic modell)
and the phenomenological rate equations2), has be-
come more important.

The main purpose of this paper is to show that an
exact gain m-odel considering carrier transport in the
quantum well is indispensable for the_ precise design
of the QW laser. In the conventional theory, to es-

timate the optical gain of the QW lasers, electrons
and holes are assumed to be equally injected to the
quantum well layer as well as the bulk double het-
eiojunction(DH)-lasers. However, in thp 1c-tgat QW
lasers, such'an assumption may be doubtful because
electrons and holes show their own carrier transport,
such as the carrier capture into the quantum well
and the carrier escape from the quantum well by
thermionic emission lnd tunneling. To discuss the
real gain characteristics of the QW lasers consider-
ing such a carrier transport phenomela-, w9 _ry!{ pro-
poie the quantum transport model of the QW lasers
based on ihe Wigner function. The Wigler function
model, which has"been successfully introduced to de-

sign qua,ntum electronic and optical devices so ftts-s),
is the fundamental representation of quantum trans-
port incorporating quantum statistical mechanics. In
ihe simulition of1[e QW lasers, the three Liouville
equations with respect to the Wigner fu4ctions de-
fined for electroo, fruul y-hole and light-hole, and the
Poisson's equation to consider self-consistency in po-
tential are solved simultaneously.

In this paper, the real gain cha,racteristics consid-
ering corti.f transport a^re presented and compalg!
nritlithe results ofthe conventional gain model. We
will also compare the simulation results of our real
gain model with the experimental data reported for
ihe multi-qua,ntum well lasers6). As a result, it is
shown that the carrier transport plays an important
role on the gain characteristics of SCH-QW lasers.

z.QUANTUM TRANSPORT MODET OF
SCH-QUANTUM \trEIL LASERS

The device schematic model of an In1-'Ga'AsrP1-,
/ Ino.s,sGao.rzAs SCH-QW laser is shown in Fig. -t(.).
For ill quintum mechanical simulation, only the fi-
nite quantum region shown-in Fig. 1(b) it analyzed-
The bandgtp wJvelenglh of the optical confiaement
layer .\n is- variable. The quantum transport model
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FiS. 1 (a)Schematic device model of ln1-'Ga'AsrPr-,
/ Ine.6Gae.a7As single quantum well laser with SCH-
structure. (b)Model used in the simulation.
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of the QW lasers has to describe carrier transport
phenomena, such as the carrier diffusion in the op-
tical confinement layers, the carrier capture into the
quantum wells, the carrier recombination inside and
outside the quantum wells, the ca,rrier escape from
the quantum wells, and the tunneling between the
quantum wells. In this study, we define three Wigner
functions for electron(e), heavy-hole(Ah) and light-
hole(/fr), and discuss the quantum transport of iar-
riers neglecting the recombination processes. This is
to model the gain cha,racteristics of QW lasers before
lasing. Then, the quantum transport of each carrier
is described by the following Liouville equation for
the Wigner function considering the spatial variation
of its effective mass3).
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where M;r, M?, Ml, and M! are the terms repre-
senting the spatially varying effective masses, and

-% ir the potential term. The Liouville equation(l)
has the following two features. First, in the classi-
cal limit, the equation(l) reduces to the Boltzmann
transport equation including new force term due to
the va,riable effective mass. Second, the continuity
equation is derived from the equation(l) by integrat-
ing with respect to ft. In the equation(l), the collision
term i^s phenomenologically added to the right-hand
side of the equation. The above Liouville equation(1)
is solved simultaneously with the Poisson's equation
to include the self-consistency in potential. As the
bounda,ry conditions for the Wigner functions, the
electrons a,re assumed to be injected only from n-
InGaAsP, and the heavy-hole and the light-hole only
from pInGaAsP. The discretization of the equations
by the finite-difierence method was discussed in detail
in ref. 3.

3.INFLUENCE OF CARRIER TRANSPORT
ON GAIN CHARACTERISTICS

First, to study the carrier transport in SCH-single
QW lasers, the electron and the hole density distri-
butions are simulated. The width of quantum well
is fixed to be 7nm. The carrier relaxation times are
given ffi re - 0.37ps t Thh:0.07ps and q; - 0.42ps.

FiS. 2 shows the electron and the hole density
distributions and the band energy variations calcu-
lated for (a),\n : 1.3pm and (b).\ s : L.L1p,m SCH-
structures, where the heavy-hole (dashed line) and
the light-hole(dotted line) distributions are illustrated
sepa,rately. The quantum well region is between o _
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Fig.2 Carrier density distributions and band energy vari-
ations calculated for (a))n : 1.3p,m and (b)1-15pm
SCH-structures. The bias voltages are (a)0 and 0.92V,
and (b)0 and 0.86V.

20nm and 27nm. When the bias voltage is 0V, there
is almost no carrier in the quantum well layers. By
applying the bias voltage to the devices, the electrons
and the holes are found to be injected to the quantum
well. Here, it is worth noting tliat the total liole den-
sity injected to the quantum well is smaller than the
injected electron density in both cases of .\o : L.3prm
and 1.15prm. In short, the condition that electrons
and holes are equally injected to the quantum well is
not satisfied when the carrier transport is considered.
Further, it is found from Fig. 2 that there is only one
peak in the electron and the light-hole distributions
inside the quantum well region, while several peaks
are observed for the heavy-hole distribution. The
number of heavy-hole peaks are three and four in Fig.
2(a) and (b), respectively, which corresponds to tlie
number of the quantized subbands in the well. The
Iarger number of the heavy-hole subbands in 1.15trrm
of SCll-structure will deteriorate the gain character-
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istics of the SCII-QW laser as discussed later.
Next, by using the carrier densities injected to the

quantum well shown in Fig. 2, the laser gain spectra
are studied. Fig. 3(a) and (b) show the gain spectra
calculated for (a).\n - 1.3pm and (b).\n - 1.15pm
SCll-structures. The well-known fact that the gain
of TE mode is larger than that of TM mode is con-
firmed even in this quantum transport analysis. Here,
it should be noted that the shape of the gain spectra is
slightly narrower for .\n : 1.3pm, which is in agree-
ment with the experimental results reported in the
multi-quantum well(MQW) laserso). The maximum
gains for TE mode are plotted in Fig. 4 as a function
of the injected electron density, where the calculated
results of the conventional gain model(N:P) are also
indicated for compa,rison. Since the hole density in-
jected to the quantum well becomes smaller than the
injected electron density in our gain model consid-
ering carrier transport, the maximum gain reduces
compared with the conventional gain model. In addi-
tion, our gain model gives larger manimum gains in
case of )o : 1..3p1m, which is contrary to the results
of the conventional gain model. This is because the
heavy-hole densities captured into the fundamental
level decrease in .lo - L.15pm due to the existence of
the fourth quantizbd subband of heavy-hole.

Further, from the results of our gain model shown
in Fie. 4, the differential gains are calculated to be
2.L7;19:r0.*z and 1.97 il.0-16cm2 for In : 1..3pm
and L.L5pem SCH -structures, respectivelf, both of
which are larger than L.33 x iO-t%m' estimated for
the Ins.ssGao-rzAs DH laser. The difierential gain
for 1.3pm of SCll-structure is evidently larger, which
means that the injected holes are efficiently captured
into the fundamental level of heavy-hole. The larger
differential gain of ), - 1.3tr1m was experimentally
reported in the InGaAsP / InGaAs MQW lasers6).
Although the difference between the differential glins
of ,\o - 1.3prm and 1.15pm in ref. 6 is greater than
our iesult, it may be because the single quantum
well structure is considered in this study. In the
MQW lasers, the difference shown in Fig. 4 must
be amplified and additionally the higher barrier of
)g : 1-.15pm will deteriorate the succeedilg-smooth
cirrier injection, in particular, the heavy-hole injec-
tion into each quantum well.

4.CONCLUSION

The quantum mechanical model of carrier trans-
port in SCH-quantum well lasers based on the Wig_ler
lunction has been presented for the first time. Un-
der the condition below the laser threshold, we have
been successful in solving the three Liouville equa:
tions with respect to the Wigner functions defined
for electron, heavy-hole and light-hole, and the Pois-
sonts equation simultaneously. From the carrier den-
sity distributions simulated by the Wigner function
model, it is shown that electrons and holes are not
equally injected to the quantum well active layer,
wirich means that the assumption used in the conven-
tional gain model is not valid {or the quantum well
Iasers. 

-Further, the influence of carrier transport on
the Aain spectrum and the differential gain of SCH-
single QW lasers are studied. Since the simulation

Fig.3 Gain spectra calculated for (t)ln - 1.3pm and

(U)t.15pm SCH-structures. The bias voltages are (a)
0.9, 0.94 and 0.98V, and (b) 0.82, 0.86 and 0.9V.
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results are in good agreement with the experimental
data reported for the multi-quantum well lasers, we
believe that the Wigner function model will provide
a powerful tool in the precise design of quantum well
lasers.

In this paper, we discussed only the static quantum
transport of ca,rriers below the laser threshold. To
discuss the dynamic characteristics of quantum well
lasers, we will have to introduce the terms describing
the interactions between electrons and photons into
the Liouville equations of the Wigner functions.
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